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The level of absurdity in US politics has now reached such vertigo inducing levels as to
render all manner of things permissible.  Contact with the unwashed implies collaboration;
discussion with the enemy implies assent.  To go to a dinner party with a perceived hostile
force  in  the  context  of  business  of  diplomacy  has  become a  child’s  condemnation  of
misplaced loyalties.  Yet everyday, thousands of engagements are made between powers
and interests where nothing other than a hello is exchanged, or a pleasantry.  Perhaps the
more relevant question to ask here is that businessmen and women in power suggest the
limits  of  the  nation  state  and representation:  to  what  extent  can  such  figures  claim to  be
legitimate as figure who think outside the logic of money and finance? 

In the impoverished, manic era of Donald Trump, the accusers have mimicked the man they
wish  to  destroy.   Mimicry  replaces  originality;  the  copycat  cat  reigns  with  derivative
accusation and complaint.  It is with ironic semblance that the individuals accuse him of
mendacity, a dislike of evidence, and an aversion to the record, should be happy to throw all
convention out as they take ring seats in speculation.  Trump, the spy, the man of treason,
the sell-out, runs the stables of the addled and confused. 

CNN was  particularly  busy  on  this  dithering  foolishness,  demonstrating  yet  again  that
newfangled point that no news is worthy unless it can be made into a confection of some
heft.   The  president  demands  this  because  of  his  character,  the  sensationalist  figure,  the
man of game shows and the reality television persona.  He must be sensationalised.

Such theatre leads to such levels of gabbing as to be moronic.  The president might be a
Russian agent,  because the FBI  opened a counterintelligence investigation in  2017 on
Trump.  Pause for laughter.  The President was investigated by that glorious agency of
record, the FBI, for suspected links.  Pause for befuddlement.  The Washington Post then ran
a story claiming that Trump had gone to extensive lengths to conceal, even from his own
aides, his interactions with Russia’s Vladimir Putin.  Tax payers’ funds, it seems, are being
used for the most notable of ends. 

Wired was similarly speculating along such lines, with a twist: Trump’s actions had been
“pro-Putin, pro-Russia, anti-FBI, anti-intelligence community”; he had lied and engaged in
obfuscation around Russian meetings and conversations; he must be hiding a “massive
conspiracy”.  Better that he be a Russian agent than the alternative, which was supposedly
worse: a figure oblivious to geopolitics, self-centred, insecure, anti-democratic and a terrible
manager.

Interesting here is how such a view is oblivious to remembering other US presidents whose
anti-democratic, oblivious, self-centred tendencies were as developed, if not worse than a
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businessman turned populist. But such views are cured in the vinegar and salt of intense
prejudice and presumption: the enemy is in Moscow, and must be condemned.  Better this
be done than understanding Trump’s  erring  and bumbling as  a  product  of  a  true  US
capitalist; he is seen as an American gone bad, an anti-patriot.

Donah Goldberg of the Boston Globe tweaks the approach on the spy conspiracy theory –
slightly.  “When was the last time a popular and contentious conspiracy theory turned out to
be true?  Not a little true, but, like, really true?”  Think of Whittaker Chambers and his outing
of Alger Hiss for being a Soviet spy.  He dismisses the views of Jerome Corsi, shooting bolts
of manic persuasion from Infowars, claiming that the president is a target of the Deep State,
including its emissaries, the CIA and NSA, determined to unseat him.  But Corsi’s comments
should be taken in the broader readings of antipathy against Trump which have legitimised
the most extreme approaches to unseating and overthrowing an elected figure.  No one in
high office is suggesting a grand assassination or beheading, but not a day goes by without
some casual articulation of symbolic regicide.  Trump must go, so goes the narrative.

We were told about the unprecedented nature of things, always a danger.  We are being fed
an inverted pyramid of Cold War dregs.  Trump might be, hazards the Wired piece, the
“useful idiot,” an expression purposely used by the communists who used co-option without
knowledge as an ingredient of unwitting recruitment.   

Easily,  then,  we can presume utterances to have the steel  of  proof.   The US voter is
sidestepped and dismissed – after all,  according to Clinton family associate and former
Deputy Secretary of State, Strobe Talbott,  Russia’s conduct in 2016 breached “the firewall
of  American democracy” and influenced “a high-stakes presidential  election.”  (The poorly
concealed  barb  here  is  that  Talbott  doesn’t  like  the  outcomes  that  might  arise  from
democratic  conduct,  presuming a hidden hand if  his  friends fail  to make the electoral
grade.)

Ironically enough, the United States is witnessing the tendencies it has encouraged, for
decades, in other states: foster local indignation, suspicion and paranoia, and unleash them
against the leader of the day.  As former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger was known to
have  said,  the  democratic  choice  of  a  people  would  have  to  be  corrected  in  certain
circumstances, if in the interest of the US.  The same rules apply, as do the same interests.

The one person who can truly toast to hearty merriment at this entire unfolding farce of
column wasting and derangement is Vladimir Putin.  The Russian president commands as
much free publicity in the United States as he does in so-called friendly states.  Then again,
so does Trump, a man who would cease to exist without the twenty-four hour scheme of
exposure,  discussion  and  spurting.   To  speak  and  propose  is  to  give  oxygen  to  the
phenomenon.
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